Urgency of Now North American Immigrant Justice Campaign:

How to Get Involved

It has been our blessing as American Jews to live in a country that at its best offers hope, security and welcome to immigrants from all over the world. As that promise has been tarnished by increased deportations, the revocation of Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA),¹ Temporary Protective Status (TPS)² for many immigrant communities, and more, many of our URJ congregations have taken action to protect and defend our neighboring and fellow immigrant communities.

This resource guide is intended to help Reform congregations engage in the North American Immigrant Justice Campaign – to learn from others’ experiences and explore how to begin! You can find additional helpful information at www.rac.org/naijc.

The goal of the campaign is to promote permanent protection, dignity and respect for the 11 million undocumented immigrants living in the United States. In order to move towards comprehensive immigration reform on the federal level, we believe that we need to create circumstances that are more favorable to comprehensive reforms. We can do this by (1) building a strong base of Reform Jews willing and able to act for the permanent protection, respect and dignity of undocumented immigrants and (2) changing the narrative about immigration in the United States from one that views immigrants as dangerous “takers” weakening our country to one that views them as our neighbors and fellow community

---

¹ The Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program, created through an executive order in 2012, has allowed nearly 800,000 undocumented immigrant youth who were brought to the United States as children to obtain work permits, attend school and contribute openly to our economy without fear of deportation.

² The Secretary of Homeland Security may designate a foreign country for TPS due to conditions that temporarily prevent the country’s nationals from returning safely, or in certain circumstances, where the country is unable to handle the return of its nationals adequately, often because of civil unrest, violence or natural disaster.
members who contribute to the American economy, society and culture. There are four strategic arms that contribute to this larger strategy:

**Advocacy**: Pursuing winnable policy changes that better protect undocumented immigrants on the local, state and federal levels is also an opportunity to both challenge the dominant narrative and rally a base of people around the policy change.

**Deportation Defense**: Participating meaningfully in public campaigns to protect individuals from deportation, challenging the dominant narrative and helping rally large numbers of people in support of permanent protection, dignity and respect for all immigrants.

**Material/Legal/Financial Support**: Helping undocumented immigrants meet their immediate needs by providing financial support, clothing, food, legal expertise, know your rights trainings and other goods or services can have broad appeal in a congregation and can be a tool for building a large base who will join us in working for immigrant justice.

**Sanctuary**: Providing temporary shelter for undocumented immigrants immediately facing deportation resonates deeply with our Jewish values and the history many Jews share. It is an especially effective way of challenging the dominant narrative.

For each strategy, we share links to resources and vignettes of congregational experiences at the end of this guide to help you and your congregation join this crucial effort.

But first, here is an overview of how you might want to determine your congregation’s plan of action:

**Before You Start (Readiness)**

*Getting ready to act rests on building the right team, ensuring that the congregation is motivated by and invested in the issue, finding the right community partners and setting a clear, achievable goal. The following steps can help guide you through this process, as can the RAC’s Brit Olam (Covenant with our World), which enables your congregation to join over 130 congregations from across the Reform Movement to publicly reaffirm its commitment to meaningful social justice work.*

1. Identify a **team or person to lead the effort**, think about how you will recruit other interested congregants, and raise funds as needed to support the work. This team should see its role not as doing justice on behalf of the congregation, but rather on moving the congregation into justice together. Members of the team should not be just the activists in your congregation, but should instead represent the diversity of your congregation.
2. **Review** how/if your congregation has been engaged in Social Justice work, either doing direct service or advocacy work. It is important to build upon what you already have in place. If starting from scratch, expect to go slow at first.

3. Be clear on the **purpose** of your efforts. Which of the four strategies do you want to invest your time and effort in? (It could be more than one.) Be clear about how whatever you choose to do leads to the ultimate goal: the permanent protection, dignity and respect for the 11 million undocumented immigrants in the U.S.

4. Determine if you have a **community partner** who can help you educate your board and congregation, or get you connected to service or advocacy projects.

5. Take time to plan out a **congregational campaign** to get buy-in and involvement from the members of your congregation. This will include educational efforts but also conversations, one-to-one and in small groups, where congregants can talk about how they experience the issue of immigrant justice/injustice. Education efforts should include Jewish texts that can help you frame the work you want your congregants to engage in, URJ Resolutions and resources about the issue.

6. Make sure your Rabbi(s) and Board of Trustees are on board and understand your plan.

7. If doing advocacy, establish policies/procedures to guide when you can and will take positions on issues.

8. Anticipate possible controversy in your congregation and how will you address that. Continue to go back to Jewish texts and values to help people **find common ground**. Even when we disagree on policies, we usually agree on the values behind the policies. Be willing to delay action to allow time for these conversations. They are essential to making sure your action does not divide your congregation.

**Launch** (once Rabbi, Board, and other key internal stakeholders are on board):

1. Create a **partnership** with other immigrant congregations and organizations. It is important that we take leadership from those that are directly affected. Consider:
   - Reaching out to **other faith leaders** in your community.
   - Contacting **community groups** that work on immigrant justice issues.
   - Checking with **college campuses** regarding support for students with DACA.
   - Asking people in or around your community who might know who you can talk to or google the issue to see who has written/commented/acted on the issue locally.
   - If your community has a chapter of a **national community organizing group, such as PICO or the Industrial Areas Foundation**, you might want to contact someone in that organization, as they offer expertise and paid organizers to work with the faith community.

Here are some specific organizations to explore:

- PICO National Network ([https://www.piconetwork.org/find](https://www.piconetwork.org/find))
- Industrial Areas foundation ([http://www.industrialareasfoundation.orgaffiliate-members](http://www.industrialareasfoundation.orgaffiliate-members))
- Fair Immigration Reform Movement – FIRM ([https://fairimmigration.org/](https://fairimmigration.org/))
• Center for Popular Democracy (https://populardemocracy.org/about-us/our-partners)
• People’s Action (https://peoplesaction.org/affiliates/)
• Interfaith Immigration Coalition (http://www.interfaithimmigration.org/)
• United We Dream (https://unitedwedream.org/)
• Local Sanctuary Movements (find one at http://www.sanctuarynotdeportation.org/find-a-local-coalition.html)

2. Do a **listening campaign** in your congregation, where members can come together in small groups to share their stories about immigration. This is a good way to build support for immigrant justice work in your congregation.

3. Host a **community meeting** or educational event to present why the issue matters, the scope of the issue and how it relates to Jewish values; clergy and lay leaders should collaborate.

4. Identify those who want to engage in the strategies you’ve identified. Have **commitment cards** for people to sign up right then and there at the meeting.

5. Post **articles in your bulletins** to keep people updated on progress and how to get involved.

6. **Follow up** with those interested in the effort who can carry out the strategy. Find volunteers with needed skills to help address implementation issues.

**Maintain:**

*If doing an advocacy approach:* Do your research on your issue or join with a local partner (see above), build relationships with your elected officials, get clear on your ask, keep your base informed so that when you need them to protest, present, write letters, or make calls, they will. Keep your board and Rabbi(s) informed and involved. Use social media to activate people to show up.

*If doing a service approach:* Recruit volunteers, raise funds if needed, write updates to your bulletin, and coordinate volunteers.

**Celebrate and Reflect:** Take time to celebrate what you have achieved, reflect on the work, inform the congregation and the Board of Trustees of your results, and revise as needed.

**Key Lessons:** This work takes time and commitment of a few people with passion who can be sparks to ignite interest and involvement. It’s important to have Temple leadership on board. Gain consensus and build bridges before you act. Become allies with others in your community doing this work. The URJ has done a lot work on these issues, so use our materials, knowledge and resources. There is no need to recreate the wheel.
Members of the Immigrant Justice Leadership Team are available to talk to you about any questions or challenges you have throughout the process, sharing our own experiences and hearing yours. You can also keep in touch with and share information with other congregational leaders engaged in this work in the Tent.

ADVOCACY

Through this strategy we urge congregants to advocate for legislation and policies on local, state and national levels to pass fair and compassionate immigration laws and ordinances, and to oppose laws and ordinances that penalize immigrants. You can advocate for or against legislation and ordinances by engaging your congregants to make calls, write emails and letters, text, amplify with social media, and meet in-person with your legislators and their staff. Use these advocacy efforts not only to pass or stop laws but to change the narrative about immigrants.

Use these Tips for a Successful Legislative Meeting available at www.rac.org/advocacy (adapt as needed).

State and Local Advocacy

Advocate for “Sanctuary” or Community Policing Reform in Your City, County, Region or State

The term “sanctuary city,” (or “welcoming city”) according to the American Immigration Council, represents a broad set of policies on the city, county, or state level that seek to eliminate fear among immigrants of potential deportation if they report a crime or interact with local law enforcement. Over thirty cities and three hundred counties have limited local law enforcement and prison intervention in federal ICE (U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement) operations. In most cases, these reforms are implemented to increase safety. Visit the National Immigration Law Center’s website to access general and state-specific legislation, resources and talking points.

Seek Public Funding for Defense of Detained Immigrants

Immigration is one of the most complex areas of American law, but representation is not available for most of those detained. A report by the Vera Institute found immigrants with representation were more than 10 times more likely to have successful outcomes in their cases than those without. As a result, the Vera Institute has launched the Safe Cities Network in eleven
communities across the country to provide publicly funded representation for people facing deportation. Many communities have initiated public representation projects on their own: New York gained funding through the state senate, the Chicago project started with the mayor, and in San Francisco it began in the office of the public defender. Read about some of the efforts here and brainstorm about how you might collaborate on a project to save those in detention from facing one of the most complex areas of American law alone.

**Advocate for State Financial Aid to Undocumented Students**

Undocumented immigrants who have attended high schools in five states (California, New Mexico, Minnesota, Texas and Washington) can apply for financial aid to attend their state schools. The New York State Assembly has passed similar legislation for several years but the Senate has not brought it to the floor. All the states mentioned above as well as 16 others permit undocumented immigrants to pay in-state tuition. This, however, is still costly and is beyond the means of the majority. Check to see the status in your state and advocate for legislation to provide financial aid as well as in-state tuition to undocumented students.

**Push for Legislation in Your State to Allow Undocumented Immigrants to Obtain a Driver’s License**

According to the National Conference of State Legislators, twelve states and the District of Columbia allow undocumented immigrants to obtain a driver’s license. While these licenses may not be used as identification, they have many benefits. They enable an immigrant to get insurance, perhaps take a better job, be safer moving around in their community and interacting with police. Proponents of these bills argue that they make the roads safer, because they give immigrants an opportunity to pass a driving test and an eye exam, and they reduce the incidence of hit-and-runs, since drivers are less likely to flee the scene of an accident. They also reduce the risk that an immigrant will be arrested and then deported for driving without a license. Look here to see if your state has such a law. If not, check with local immigration advocacy organizations to see if you can join together in this effort.

**Opposing Anti-Immigrant Legislation**

Anti-immigrant bills can take many forms. Sometimes, like Texas SB4 or Arizona SB1070, they require the police to use racial profiling to enforce federal immigration law. Some states have considered bills that would prohibit sanctuary cities. A comprehensive look at state immigration laws is available here.
Federal Advocacy

Our work to pass a clean Dream Act to ensure greater protection for 800,000 undocumented immigrant youth (called DREAMers) will continue until legislation is passed.³ This bill would ensure permanent protection for those who are at increased risk for deportation as the Trump administration dismantles the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) program. Also look for actions to fight revocations for those with Temporary Protected Status (TPS), protect the right to seek asylum, and other national needs as they arise. Go to www.rac.org/immigration for the latest information and sign up for the RAC’s email list here.

In addition to legislative protection for DREAMers and TPS recipients, we call for oversight and accountability for detention facilities, particularly those holding children. Migrant children are being held in detention for longer periods of time because the government has slowed their release to sponsors. This can be attributed to a new agreement facilitating information sharing about potential sponsors and their household between Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR), Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), and Customs and Border Protection (CBP) and an expanded screening process for sponsors. These policy changes have slowed the process for screening sponsors and deterred potential sponsors from coming forward because of fears of deportation or detention, resulting in more children in detention. This led to the opening of facilities like Tornillo, an emergency facility near El Paso, Texas. At its height, Tornillo held approximately 2,800 children and has come under scrutiny for its lack of proper amenities, education, and protections for children.⁴ For example, not all of the staff at Tornillo have undergone proper background checks. We have joined with our partners in calling for the closure of the Tornillo facility and the ending of the information sharing between ORR, ICE, and CBP, with the goal of safely and quickly placing children with sponsors instead of unnecessarily holding them in detention. You can urge your Representative and Senators to ensure there is Congressional oversight and accountability of these facilities and the administration’s detention policies, and to add their voice to the call to close Tornillo.

³ The Dream Act grants DREAMers permanent residence status on a conditional basis and provides them with a pathway to citizenship for DREAMers who attend college, work in the U.S., or serve in the U.S. military.
DEPORTATION DEFENSE

Deportation defense entails working with local partners to protect a particular individual who is imminently facing deportation. The immediate goal is to prevent the person from being deported and the larger goal is to humanize undocumented immigrants to shift the narrative about immigration. Congregations can become involved in Deportation Defense in several ways.

**Rapid Response Teams**

Congregations can form or join Rapid Response Teams which can create a public presence and a public relations effort to stall or publicize an Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) raid, accompany individuals to ICE check-ins, or urge immigration officials against deporting someone they have targeted or detained. With a text message network in place, people can be notified to witness, videotape, pray, or join a vigil.

A detailed plan of action is outlined as part of Congregation B’nai Israel of Sacramento’s Resource Binder, available here.

**Influencing Public Opinion**

Holding public events, writing letters to the editor, issuing high profile public statements, and using social media are all ways to increase public pressure against deportation. By sharing the story of an immigrant facing deportation – why they came to this country, how they have contributed to the community – we not only help the individual immigrant facing deportation, but we also help change the narrative about who immigrants are and the social and human costs of deportation.

---

**Wow, had a great day at Senator Portman’s office in Cleveland. We met with the Director of his N.E. Ohio office... Rabbi Josh Brown and Lynn Tramonte of Americas Voice joined me. We presented a letter from one of our local Dreamers that had to be at work and could not attend. The Senator is committed to a legislative decision. We suggested a press conference with a Dreamer would be a great move and we could stand along with him. I finished the day at The Akron Interfaith Immigrant Advocacy meeting. Great Day! – Alan Fortnoff, Temple Israel, Akron, OH**
Legal Strategies

Deportation defense campaigns often include forms of legal representation and support for the individual facing deportation. It can be helpful to have lawyers who are connected to legal service organizations and are ready for rapid response when someone needs immediate assistance. See more about legal assistance below.

We are part of a coordinated team, joining with our Amos partner congregations so it’s not just a small group showing up once. It's 500 or 1000 people showing up every day for a week in front of the jail and a group of clergy meeting with the Senators and other key leaders making their calls but all of us working with the same message and timelines. I think it's really important to build that network in order to be effective. –Rabbi Miriam Terlinchamp, Temple Sholom, Cincinnati, OH

MATERIAL/LEGAL/FINANCIAL SUPPORT

Support for Sanctuary Networks and other Immigrant Justice Organizations

There are many ways to act as a support or solidarity congregation, meeting the daily needs of undocumented residents in your community.

Solidarity communities help **fundraise** for the facilities that host and serve people in need of sanctuary. Additionally, solidarity congregations provide ‘people power’ in the form of **volunteer support, rides, translators, emergency call lines, meals**, and providing **organizational support**.

Conducting Preparedness Trainings

Some congregations are conducting “Know Your Rights” presentations and Family Preparedness Planning workshops for members of the immigrant community. We have compiled several documents that might be helpful for congregations looking to do this kind of work. Please note that laws vary from state to state, so you will need to modify some of the documents to conform to your state’s laws.

Few immigrants realize that, as non-citizens, they too have rights under the U.S. Constitution. Providing information about those rights and how to exercise them provides a sense of empowerment to the immigrant community.
At presentations, you can provide handouts in multiple languages from ACLU and use this PowerPoint presentation from Dallas, TX as a reference:

English | Spanish | Arabic | Urdu | Hindi | Punjabi | Farsi | Somali

In particular, families susceptible to detention or deportation often need help planning for their minor children, whether to join them if they leave the country or to stay in the United States with a designated caregiver. This packet compiled for volunteers in Dallas, TX includes relevant forms as well as an informative power point presentation.

---

There is a great deal of anxiety surrounding the possibility of parents being detained or deported. We found that having a plan in place for the care of minor children has provided some relief to anxious parents and kids alike. Assisting families in putting documentation in order in case of an emergency is a much needed and valuable service.” – Cheryl Pollman, Temple Emanu-El, Dallas, TX

---

**Legal Support**

Your local community likely has a legal services or legal aid program, a local chapter of the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), or a non-profit human rights organization working with immigrants. Most of these organizations need volunteer lawyers to help with the deportation defense services they provide. Attorneys with immigration law experience are especially needed to take on pro bono cases.

Regardless of their experience with immigration law, attorneys can assist with many portions of the intake, interview and application process and often use their expertise in other legal areas that may be related to immigration.

What you can do:

- Make contact with local immigrant justice, legal aid, legal services, Bar Association, and advocacy organizations to volunteer.
- Describe the immigration issue to your congregation, use local examples (your community may have immediate issues with DACA and with TPS), and ask for volunteer attorneys (describe the type of assistance that is needed). Make it easy to participate by being the liaison between the volunteer and the agency. It will be helpful if the clergy lead the way, but a volunteer coordinator must be involved. Use all means available to reach volunteers through personal contact, the synagogue newsletter and e-mail blasts.
Attorneys without immigration experience can still contribute by doing intake work, working on cases, and using your knowledge of other aspects the law.

As a member of the Florida Bar who never practiced immigration law, I was immediately put to work (by ACLU) interviewing potential clients, taking applications and doing intake, and assisting knowledgeable immigration attorneys with screening of applications and my knowledge of civil law. Even non-attorneys can assist in the intake process. – Mark Buchbinder, Temple Beth Am, Miami, FL

A Closer Look: The Situation at the Border

Recently, the Trump administration has worked to restrict the rights of migrants to seek asylum at the U.S. southern border. Many of the migrants at our border are fleeing devastating economic, social, and political circumstances. They need compassion and humanitarian aid and the opportunity to fulfill their right under domestic and international law to seek asylum.⁵

Below are recommendations from our partners about the most effective ways to take action in the wake of these developments and which organizations at the local level to support.

Legal and Other Expertise – give your time and skills

At the Border/ U.S. Border States

Al Otro Lado, a group working along the California/Mexico border to help migrants know their legal rights and pursue asylum when they wish to has issued an immediate call for lawyers to help with the burgeoning need in Tijuana. They also are open to sign-ups from general volunteers (including medical professionals, art therapists, and social workers), on both sides of the border. Please use one of the links above to fill out their short form. Spanish-speaking volunteers are especially needed, but they have volunteer roles for those who do not, as well. Please share this call especially with any lawyers you know who might be able to help in Tijuana in the coming weeks and months.

Annunciation House in El Paso, TX is looking for volunteers to help with intakes, transportation, travel arrangements, the clothing bank, and providing meals for individuals released from

⁵ https://rac.org/reform-jewish-movement-calls-administration-uphold-right-seek-asylum
immigration detention. Volunteers must stay a minimum of two weeks; however, advanced or fluent Spanish speakers can stay a minimum of one week. Visit https://uucsj.org/volunteer/us-asylum/ for more information and to sign up. UUCSJ will continue recruitment as long there is a need for additional volunteers.

RAICES is looking for fluent Spanish-speaking volunteers to travel to San Antonio, TX, to support asylum seekers either in the nearby Karnes detention facility or after they are released and dropped off at a local bus station. Additional information, including specific volunteer dates, can be found at https://uucsj.org/raices/.

In Mexico

FM4 Paso Libre in Guadalajara, Mexico is in need of volunteers to stay in their Care Center and support migrants, refugees, and asylum seekers with basic care (meals, clothing, health care), legal guidance, and other forms of meaningful service and deep solidarity. Visit https://uucsj.org/volunteer/us-asylum/ for more information and to sign up. Volunteer start dates are January 2019, May 2019, and August 2019.

Remotely / In Your Community

In the New York City area, Queer Detainee Empowerment Project (QDEP), a program based in NYC that provides holistic support to individuals coming out of immigration detention, is looking for volunteers to help with short term housing, donations, accompaniment, visitation, and correspondence programs. You can review information at www.qdep.org/volunteer/ and a detailed list of their volunteer opportunities here: http://www.qdep.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/QDEP-Volunteer-Opportunities-1.pdf

In the Southeastern U.S., the Southeast Immigrant Rights Network is organizing accompaniment for migrants being released from detention as they pass through U.S. cities in the Southeast, often without food, money, winter clothing or needed medical attention. Opportunities exist in AL, GA, MS, NC, TN, TX, VA. Learn more at SEIRN.org, contact nayely@seirn.org, and sign up at this link to find a location near you.
Supplies and Other Donations

Tijuana

Al Otro Lado
Donate online to continue to help legal efforts and emergency humanitarian needs:
https://alotrolado.org/take-action/donate/

Pueblos Sin Fronteras CrowdRise Campaign
Towns across Mexico have shown strong solidarity with the Caravan, offering food and shelter for thousands along their way. Alongside this massive, grassroots support, Pueblo Sin Fronteras has fielded a team to maintain a continuous accompaniment presence since the caravan entered Mexico. The funds raised here will go toward: support for shelters along the route for caravan members and for organizers and volunteers, materials for banners, paint, canvas, etc., gear and logistics for accompaniment (radios, external battery packs, etc.), supplies for know-your-rights and legal process orientation, limited emergency food and medical support as needed, caravan members’ struggles against detention and deportation

Espacio Migrante
Espacio Migrante has supported the Comité Estratégico de Ayuda Humanitaria to coordinate volunteers and is developing a shelter for families, as well as a community and education center where we can continue our activities and workshops for migrants. The space will host approximately 50 people, and support is needed to make it into a dignified space for families. Donations can be made to: https://www.paypal.me/EspacioMigranteUS

Madre Asunta
This is a Catholic-run shelter in Tijuana serving women and children. Current needs include sleeping mats, blankets and diapers. Centro GaryMar has agreed to be the recipient of items. Mail or bring to GaryMar, P.O. Box 711823, Santee, CA 92072

San Diego

SD Rapid Response Network
Folks being released from ICE Detention centers around the country need short term lodging, rides to and from airports, bus stations, hospitals, and shelters. They might also need money for meals if they’ll be on a long bus ride. A migrant shelter was started in late October to provide meals, medical care, legal services, and travel aid to 30-40 families a day. A GoFundMe campaign has been launched by the San Diego Rapid Response Network to raise funds for the
shelter to maintain its daily operation and provide basic necessities, such as food, blankets and bedding, portable showers, baby/children needs and toilets. The funding will also help SDRRN provide free legal representation for these families and fund bond fees. To donate and share, visit GoFundMe.com/MigrantReliefSD. You can also visit http://www.rapidresponsesd.org to learn more or donate items from the SDRRN Amazon Wishlist.

UURISE is providing affordable legal services to marginalized immigrants and empowering them to prevent the catastrophic loss caused by family separation. Your support allows UURISE to educate individuals and communities, and advocate for policies which lead to fuller participation in society. http://uurise.org/donate/

SANCTUARY

Some congregations have committed to opening their doors to provide sanctuary for individuals or families at risk of deportation. The following are some issues to address if you are considering becoming a sanctuary congregation:

- Committing to housing one or more families typically lasts for an indefinite period.

- Physical facilities, food, clothing, financial assistance, and legal assistance are provided. Your congregation may be assisted by supportive/solidarity congregations and organizations.

- Congregations can take in who they want: some have limited sanctuary to those they know or have a connection with, or only certain groups of undocumented individuals or families. A formal vetting process needs to be put in place.

- Create family intake and agreement for service forms.

- In general, those with a final deportation order are most in need.

- Those entering into sanctuary should have a reasonable prospect for obtaining a stay of removal, order of supervision or other form of administrative relief.

- Offering sanctuary does not mean obstruction of government officials if they seek to enter the sanctuary. It may mean requesting a warrant or legal authority and creating publicity in order to sway public opinion.

- Public vs. private: Public sanctuary has a purpose of changing hearts and minds, not only to provide protection. It is not done in secret! Always make decisions about whether and how to publicize sanctuary with the individuals who are staying in your congregation and with counsel.
• Work closely with your congregation’s counsel when planning and welcoming individuals.

These points are taken from a full PowerPoint presentation made for Temple Israel, Minneapolis, MN, which is available here.

Sanctuary work is best done as part of a larger network. If your facility is not prepared to house an individual full-time for months (i.e. have a basic apartment furnished in your space) becoming a solidarity congregation and supporting another sanctuary institution is an alternative way to be of service.

Congregation B’nai Israel of Sacramento has shared several resources including: a Waiver Agreement between the Congregation and the family being housed; the Table of Contents from their Confidential Resource Binder, including a Temporary Guardianship Affidavit; a Power Point of Congregational roles and responsibilities; and a Resource Binder with additional forms and information.

There are many needs in between the urgent moments of sanctuary such as: deportation defense, contact with media, advocacy within the immigrant community, and connecting needs with service providers. Part of solidarity work is to get to know the other agencies and congregations that share our passion and developing working relationships with one another. This way, when urgent moments of action arise, all are prepared to act as a team.

In January 2017, CBI held a town hall to discuss the possibility of becoming a sanctuary congregation. The meeting was attended by over 200 people and involved text study and a discussion of practical and legal considerations... The congregation developed guidelines for accepting people for sanctuary, the processes to be followed if and when an individual was housed and crisis response protocols if and when enforcement agencies came to the congregation... To date, CBI has not had to house anyone on its premises but maintains its close relationships with partners in the community and stands ready to act when and if needed. – Rabbi Mona Alfi, Congregation B’nai Israel, Sacramento CA
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